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Abstract
Increasing evidence reveals that traditional pharmacokinetics parameters based on plasma drug
concentrations are insufficient to reliably demonstrate accurate pharmacological effects of drugs in
target organs or cells in vivo. This underscores the increasing need to improve the types and
qualities of cellular pharmacokinetic information for drug preclinical screening and clinical efficacy
assessments. Here we report a whole cell-based method to assess drugs that disturb microtubule
dynamics to better understand different formulation-mediated intracellular drug release profiles.
As proof of concept for this approach, we compared the well-known taxane class of anti-microtubule drugs based on paclitaxel (PTX), including clinically familiar albumin nanoparticle-based Abraxane™, and a polymer nanoparticle-based degradable paclitaxel carrier,
poly(L-glutamic acid)-paclitaxel conjugate (PGA-PTX, also known as CT-2103) versus control
PTX. This in vitro cell-based evaluation of PTX efficacy includes determining the cellular kinetics of
tubulin polymerization, relative populations of cells under G2 mitotic arrest, cell proliferation and
total cell viability. For these taxane tubulin-binding compounds, the kinetics of cell microtubule
stabilization directly correlate with G2 arrest and cell proliferation, reflecting the kinetics and
amounts of intracellular PTX release. Each individual cell-based dose-response experiment correlates with published, key therapeutic parameters and taken together, provide a comprehensive
understanding of drug intracellular pharmacokinetics at both cellular and molecular levels. This
whole cell-based evaluating method is convenient, quantitative and cost-effective for evaluating
new formulations designed to optimize cellular pharmacokinetics for drugs perturbing tubulin
polymerization as well as assisting in explaining drug mechanisms of action at cellular levels.
Key words: paclitaxel, whole cell analysis, in vitro drug testing, antimitotics, microtubule.

Introduction
Reliable drug absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) properties are essential
for assessing pre-clinical prospects in drug development. Pharmacokinetics analysis is used to provide
each step of ADME with quantitative information,
including critical in vivo parameters for drug preclinical and clinical decision-making on therapeutic
efficacy and index, and safety profiles. However, increasing reports reveal that traditional pharmacoki-

netics based on plasma drug concentrations do not
correlate to drug pharmacological effects in target
organs or cells since some drugs do not reach concentrations sufficient in their intracellular targets
within the target cells to exert therapy.[1] Substantial
uncertainty exists as to whether plasma drug concentrations consistently represent drug concentrations
globally throughout target organs, or can ever actually reflect concentrations in specific target cells
http://www.medsci.org
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within these organs. To reach their intracellular targets, drug molecules must first penetrate the cell
membrane, and may further require subsequent release from their carriers. The observed therapeutic
effect is determined by the drug concentration at the
(intracellular) binding sites and interactions between
drug and intracellular targets.[2] Currently this information is extrapolated in vivo from dose-response
studies using pharmacokinetic data and drug mass
balancing models based on the drug’s physical and
chemical attributes in plasma. Such systemic in vivo
analysis is unable to achieve a cellular focal point to
describe a local therapeutic mechanism. Therefore,
cellular pharmacokinetic studies can be a useful supplement to traditional in vivo clearance methods to
assist traditional pharmacokinetics approaches in
better predicting drug in vivo responses.
Among many drugs whose pharmacological
responses rely closely on their cellular pharmacokinetics, the taxane tubulin-binding class of anticancer
compounds is perhaps the most clinically impacting
in current cancer chemotherapeutics.[3, 4] Paclitaxel
(PTX), a central taxane therapeutic example, is a
highly hydrophobic drug (log P ~ 3.96) and relatively
low solubility (1 µg/ml). PTX exhibits significant anti-tumor activity by stabilizing cell microtubule dynamics, inducing sustained mitotic arrest and cell
apoptosis in proliferating cells (i.e., tumor cells).[3]
Due to its poor aqueous solubility, PTX is formulated
using the excipient Cremaphor EL and ethanol (e.g.,
Taxol™), increasing its solubility some 6000-fold to
improve its bioavailability.[5, 6] However, Cremaphor EL is associated with acute hypersensitivity reactions and other side effects (e.g., neuropathy).[7-9]
Substantial effort has been expended to develop improved PTX formulations with improved bioavailability, biodistribution, and safety profiles. One area of
active preclinical formulation has used nanoparticle
drug carriers, primarily entrapped or encapsulated
anti-cancer drugs in improved sub-micron vehicles
and polymer-drug conjugates proposed to accumulate in tumors and inflamed tissues. Three successful
clinical examples of PTX nanomedicines include albumin-entrapped PTX (Abraxane™), polymeric micelle formulation NK105, and the polymeric micelle
formulation Genexol-PM™. All these carriers exhibit
distinct PTX pharmacokinetic properties and therapeutic indices from PTX alone as free drug.[10]
For PTX formulations, drug efficacy depends on
cell internalization and intracellular delivery, intracellular PTX release and interaction directly with cell
microtubules in the cytosol. As shown by the contrast
of the nanomedicine PTX formulations to free
PTX,[10] in vivo plasma drug concentrations frequently do not reliably reflect pharmacological effects
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in target organs due to the failure to clearly distinguish systemic drug clearance by tumor uptake from
the actual concentrated drug within diseased cells.
This failure can result in surprising lack of efficacy in
vivo and lack of correlation to in vitro cell toxicity
profiles. For taxane tubulin-binding compounds, the
kinetics of microtubule stabilization in cells directly
reflect drug release rates from their formulations (e.g.,
vehicles, conjugates, particles).[11-13] Therefore,
pharmacokinetic data documenting this effect are
critical parameters for preclinical and clinical analysis
of anti-tubulin drug candidates.
The direct pharmacological effect of anti-mitotic
delivery is cell cycle arrest and induction of cell
apoptosis.[14, 15] Accurate correlations between intracellular PTX drug release, cell tubulin assembly
and cell viability provide reliable evidence of mechanism of drug action, facilitating ready lab-scale comparisons among drug candidates that perturb microtubulin assembly dynamics as their preferred mode of
action. Thus, assays that directly correlate cellular
tubulin dynamics to PTX efficacy in the complex cellular environment are attractive. However, analysis of
intracellular drug release and drug pharmacology is
complicated and difficult using traditional cell harvest, organic phase extraction and mass spectral
analysis. Recently, a whole cell-based qualitative
measurement of tubulin polymerization using
α-tubulin staining was reported.[13] This method allows direct monitoring of tubulin assembly and
quantitative analysis of tubulin polymerization in
both time- and dose-dependent manners. We have
adapted this approach to validate the utility of the
assay for profiling the bioactivities of known anti-tubulin drugs. Abraxane® is a Cremophor-free,
albumin-complexed PTX nanoparticle, diameter ~120
nm, developed as an alternative formulation to PTX
(Taxol®) for treating metastatic breast cancer, permitting the administration of larger PTX doses while
eliminating
excipient
side
effects
from
Cremophor.[16, 17] Abraxane is frequently selected as
a benchmark standard for evaluating other newly
developed nanoparticle-based PTX formulations.
Polymeric-drug conjugates are also developed to improve drug water-solubility, therapeutic index and
tolerability of conventional taxanes.[18, 19] Plasma
half-life of a poorly soluble drug can also be prolonged by its conjugation with water-soluble polymers that markedly improves solubility and frequently yields significant improvements in tumor
concentrations.[16, 20, 21] Ideally, such polymer-drug
conjugates should be inert during transport, and capable of releasing drug from the polymer carrier after
selective endocytic uptake by tumor cells. The poly
(L-glutamic acid)-PTX conjugate (PGA-PTX, also
http://www.medsci.org
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known as CT-2103) investigated in Phase I/II/III
clinical trials,[22] was selected as a representative
polymer-conjugated PTX for comparison. PGA-PTX
has demonstrated complete regression of established
tumors in murine models, and entered Phase I[23] and
Phase II[24] clinical trials. However, in Phase III clinical trials, CT-2103 failed to show the expected enhanced efficacy compared to other non-nanoparticle
standard PTX drugs against advanced non-small cell
lung carcinoma.[25]
In this study, a cell-based in vitro assay system
for analyzing intracellular PTX pharmacokinetics and
efficacy using drug released at the cellular level
compared Abraxane and PGA-PTX with control PTX.
By analyzing intracellular tubulin polymerization
kinetics, cell cycle G2 population arrest and cell viability in dose-response-time mode, an improved,
comprehensive understanding of drug intracellular
mechanism of action at a molecular level is obtained.
The method has broader applicability for many other
drug classes by adapting the assay format.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 PTX formulations
PTX was purchased from NuBlocks (Vista, USA)
and dissolved in DMSO at concentration of 5 µM.
PGA was purchased (Sigma Chemical Co., USA) with
relative average molecular weight of 18.98kDa.
PGA-PTX was synthesized as reported [20] except
using
N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide instead of 1,3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide as a
drug coupling agent for ease of purification. The final
product was characterized by proton NMR (JEOL
Delta 400MHz). Particle size analysis for PGA-PTX
used dynamic light scattering (Malvern Zetasizer
Nano-ZS, Worcestershire, United Kingdom) at 2
mg/ml in pH 6.5 PBS-45% methanol media, and gel
permeation chromatography (Wyatt GPC-MALS,
Santa Barbara, USA). Levels of free PTX and
4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP, Sigma Chemical)
in PGA-PTX were determined using SEC-HPLC (Agilent 1200, Shodex OHpak SB-804-HQ column with a
dual-wavelength detector, detected at 254 nm and 228
nm, respectively). Commercially available Abraxane
(Los Angeles, USA) was dissolved in PBS at 1 mg/ml.
All other chemicals and reagents were obtained from
Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, USA), Invitrogen/Life
Technologies, Inc. (Carlsbad, USA), Millipore Corporation (Temecula, USA), or Hyclone (Logan, USA).

2.2 Cell culture
HeLa cells and H460 cells (ATCC, USA) were
grown in RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics (100 µg/ml penicillin and 100 U/ml strepto-
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mycin). Cells were incubated at 37oC in a 5%
CO2/95% humidity atmosphere. All the cells used in
the experiments were passaged at numbers less than
12.

2.3 Whole cell analysis of tubulin assembly and
G2 arrest upon PTX dosing
Intracellular tubulin assembly level was evaluated using a published method with minor modifications.[13] In brief, HeLa cells were seeded at 100,000
cells/well in 24-well plates in RPMI-1640 (10% FBS,
100 µg/ml penicillin and 100 U/ml streptomycin) and
treated with either Abraxane, PGA-PTX, or pure PTX
at the indicated concentrations for different time durations. After PTX incubations, cells were trypsinized
(trypsin-EDTA solution, Gibco, USA) for 5 min and
re-suspended in 0.5 ml microtubule-stabilizing buffer
(80 mM Pipes, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM EDTA, and 0.5%
Triton X-100) containing 0.5% glutaraldehyde (Sigma)
at pH 6.8. After 10 min. incubation at room temperature, glutaraldehyde was quenched by addition of 0.5
ml 0.25M glycine PBS solution. Cells were then spun
at 1000g for 7 min and re-suspended in 20 µl of 50
µg/ml RNase A in Antibody Diluting Solution (AbDil: PBS, 0.2% Triton X-100, 2% bovine serum albumin, and 0.1% NaN3, pH 7.4) and incubated overnight
at 4oC. The next day, cells were incubated with
α-tubulin-FITC antibody (Sigma, 1:250) in AbDil for 3
hrs at room temperature, IgG1-FITC isotype from
murine myeloma used as control (Sigma); further diluted in 200µl 50 µg/ml PI in FACS buffer (PBS, 2%
BSA, 0.1% sodium azide, pH 7.2) followed immediately by flow cytometry analysis. The mean fluorescence intensity was recorded for each sample using a
FACS C6 flow cytometer and analyzed using FlowJo
software (Accuri). Cell cycle was identified based on
propidium iodide (PI) staining.[13]

2.4 Intracellular PTX drug release assay
In order to confirm and compare intracellular
PTX release results, the drug exposure assay was
performed in two different cancer cell lines. Both
HeLa cells and H460 cells were seeded in 6-well plates
at 2x106 cells/well in serum-containing media. Cell
confluence at the maximum time course evaluated
was approximately 95%. Abraxane and PGA-PTX
were dissolved in PBS, and PTX was dissolved in
DMSO before application to cell cultures. Drugs were
added at a final equivalent PTX concentration of 10
µg/ml in media and incubated for 19 hrs at 37oC.
Culture medium was removed from each well, cells
were harvested and lysed by adding 0.5 ml lysis
buffer (Promega), and protein concentration was
measured. Cell lysate (50 µL) was aliquoted and extracted with hexane/MTBE (1:3 v/v). Stable labeled
http://www.medsci.org
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internal standard PTX-d5 (IsoSciences, LLC, USA)
was spiked before the addition of the extraction solvent and was used as the internal assay standard for
free PTX. The organic phase including free PTX and
PTX-d5 extract was collected and dried using a CentraVap (Labconco, USA) at 30°C. These dried extracts
were reconstituted in 400µL of water/methanol (50:50
v/v) for free PTX analysis by HPLC/MS/MS (Agilent
1260 HPLC, Santa Clara, USA, a Leap HTC-xt Autosampler, Carrboro, USA, and AB SCIEX Qtrap 5500
mass spectrometer, Foster City, USA. A Phenomenex
Kinetex C18 column (2.1x50, 2.6 µm) was used and
maintained at 40oC, with 0.1% formic acid in water
and 0.1% formic acid in methanol used as mobile
phases A and B, respectively. Samples were eluted at
0.3mL/min with a 70% isocratic condition for free
PTX and PTX-d5. Masses detected in ESI+ mode were
854.2/285.9 for free PTX, and 859.2/285.9 for PTX-d5.
Data acquisition and processing was performed by
Analyst software (AB SCIEX, USA). The methods
were linear in the concentration range of 2 to 5,000
ng/mL for free PTX.[26]

2.5 In vitro cytotoxicity
Cells were seeded, cultured and treated with
PTX-containing compounds as described above. Drug
effects on cell proliferation and survival were evaluated (CellTiter 96® Aqueous One solution cell proliferation assay, Promega, USA). Drug dose-response
curves were plotted for each condition after correction
by background absorbance subtraction from controls.
IC50 (50% drug inhibitory concentration) values were
extrapolated from sigmoidal dose response curve fitting (GraphPad Prism software, San Diego, USA).

2.6 Statistical analysis
All experiments were independently repeated
three times with multiple replicates within each run.
Correlation coefficients (r) and statistical significance
between cohorts in comparisons used Prism’s correlation analysis based on two-tailed p-values
(GraphPad Software, USA). Results were considered
statistically significant if p < 0.01.

3. Results
3.1 Characterization of PGA-PTX
polymer-drug conjugates
The average molecular weight of PGA-PTX was
found to be 36.2 kDa by GPC-MALS, with polydispersity index (Mw/Mn) of 1.458. Conjugated PTX
content was determined to be 20.6% by ultraviolet-visible optical absorbance methods. Conjugate
particle size in mixed aqueous milieu determined
using dynamic light scattering was found to be 23.44
nm in a solvent mixture containing 55 vol% 50 mM
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phosphate buffer (pH 6.5) and 45 vol% methanol.

3.2 Drug-cell correlations for tubulin assembly,
cycle arrest and cell viability
3.2.1 Correlations between tubulin assembly and G2
population arrest and cell viability after 19-hour incubations with Abraxane in HeLa cells.
HeLa cells were treated with Abraxane in
equivalent PTX concentrations in the media across
0-100 nM for 19 hours. Figure 1A shows that G2 arrest
was progressively induced in a concentration-dependent manner, accompanying by a parallel
decrease in the G1 population. Most of the cells were
arrested in G2 phase when the PTX equivalent was
equal or above 10 nM. The fluorescence which reflects
cell tubulin assembly (Figure 1B) showed similar kinetics as the G2 cell population arrest results shown in
Figure 1A, yielding a drug concentration value (potency) for inhibiting 50% tubulin assembly of 11.67
nM. The curve for tubulin fluorescence shifted to
higher PTX concentration compared with G2 population arrest. The significant positive correlation between G2 cell population and tubulin assembly was
shown in Figure 1D (r=0.8868). Specifically, when PTX
concentration was equal to or above 20 nM, cell G2
populations and tubulin assembly were significantly
correlated. The cytotoxicity assay results provided an
IC50 value of 8.037 nM (Figure 1C), and cell viability
showed significant negative correlation with tubulin
assembly (Figure 1E, r=-0.9479).

3.2.2 Correlations between tubulin assembly and G2
population arrest and cell viability after 19-hour incubation with pure PTX in HeLa cells.
In HeLa cell cultures, the kinetics of tubulin fluorescence intensity per cell and percentage of viable
cells with increasing free PTX drug concentration
were quite similar to that of Abraxane treatment
(Figure 2). The drug concentration that yields 50%
tubulin assembly increased to 11.29 nM. The cell IC50
of pure PTX treatment (13.4 nM) was higher than that
of Abraxane. Cellular tubulin assembly was significantly positively correlated with G2 population (Figure 2D, r=0.9819). A strong negative correlation between tubulin assembly and cell viability was evident
in Figure 2E, r=-0.9618.

3.2.3 Correlations between tubulin assembly and G2
population arrest and cell viability after 72-hour incubation with PGA-PTX in HeLa cells
No detectable differences in tubulin fluorescence
intensity or cell viability were generated after incubating cultured cells with serial concentrations (up to
100 nM) of PGA-PTX after 19 hours. Therefore, the
drug exposure duration was extended to 72 hours.
http://www.medsci.org
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After 72-hour incubations with PGA-PTX, cells were
able to show similar kinetics (Figure 3) as the previous
two PTX formulations. However, both tubulin assembly and cell viability curves for the polymer conjugate failed to reach the similar stationary phase in
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the sigmoidal curve. Cell G2 arrest and tubulin assembly significantly correlated with each other (Figure 3D, r=0.9842). The negative correlation between
tubulin assembly and cell viability was significant as
well (Figure 3E, r=-0.9075).

Figure 1. HeLa cells treated with Abraxane for 19 hours exposed to a series of increasing equivalent PTX concentrations. Cellular kinetics of (a) cell cycle
arrest determined by PI staining and flow cytometry, (b) tubulin assembly assessed by anti-α-tubulin staining and flow cytometry, (c) cell proliferation
measured by cytotoxicity assay, (d) correlations between tubulin assembly and G2 cell populations (r=0.8868, p=0.0014, R2=0.7863), and (e) correlations
between tubulin assembly and cell proliferation (r=-0.9479, p=0.0001, R2=0.8986).

Figure 2. HeLa cells treated with pure PTX for 19 hours exposed to a series of increasing concentrations. Cellular kinetics of (a) cell cycle arrest determined by PI staining and flow cytometry, (b) tubulin assembly assessed by anti-α-tubulin staining and flow cytometry, (c) cell proliferation measured by
cytotoxicity assay, (d) correlations between tubulin assembly and G2 cell populations (r=0.9819, p<0.0001, R2=0.964), and (e) correlations between tubulin
assembly and cell proliferation (r=-0.9618, p=0.0005, R2=0.9251).

http://www.medsci.org
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Figure 3. HeLa cells treated with PGA-PTX for 72 hours exposed to a series of increasing equivalent PTX concentrations. Cellular kinetics of (a) cell cycle
arrest determined by PI staining and flow cytometry, (b) tubulin assembly assessed by anti-α-tubulin staining and flow cytometry, (c) cell proliferation
measured by cytotoxicity assay, (d) correlations between tubulin assembly and G2 cell populations (r=0.9842, p<0.0001, R2=0.9686), and (e) correlations
between tubulin assembly and cell proliferation (r=-0.9075, p=0.0048, R2=0.8235).

Figure 4. HeLa cells treated with Abraxane for 72 hours exposed to a series of increasing equivalent PTX concentrations. The kinetics of (a) cell cycle
arrest determined by PI staining and flow cytometry, (b) tubulin assembly assessed by anti-α-tubulin staining and flow cytometry, and (c) cell proliferation
measured by cytotoxicity assay.

3.2.4 Correlations between tubulin assembly and G2
population arrest and cell viability after 72-hour incubation with Abraxane in HeLa cells.
In order to compare with PGA-PTX exposure,
HeLa cells were incubated with Abraxane for 72 hours.
Strong G2 arrest was achieved when equivalent PTX
levels as low as 1 nM were dosed (Figure 4A). Anti-tubulin fluorescence intensity in the whole cell tubulin assembly assay dropped dramatically when the
equivalent PTX concentration was equal to or above
20 nM, which may be attributed to its observed high
cytotoxicity at this concentration as shown in Figure
4C. Cell viability versus drug concentration provided
an IC50 of 10.99 nM. Correlations of G2 arrest and
tubulin assembly were not possible in this case since

sufficient data were not obtained.

3.3 Intracellular PTX release comparisons in
cell cultures.
The traditional mass spectrometric methods
(MS) for measurement of PTX in cell lysates have
known intrinsic limitations. Therefore, two cell lines
were tested for intracellular PTX amounts after 19
hours of incubation. Both cell lines showed the same
MS results (Figure 5). Intracellular PTX amount
(ng/mg protein) in the PGA-PTX treated group was
significantly lower than both Abraxane and pure PTX
treated cell groups. Free PTX amounts in the pure PTX
treated group were slightly lower than that in
Abraxane treated groups.

http://www.medsci.org
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Figure 5. Comparison of the amount of intracellular PTX in HeLa and
H460 cell cultures analyzed by MS after 19 hours of incubation with
Abranane, PGA-PTX and pure PTX. Free PTX amounts (ng) were normalized to cellular protein amounts (mg) from cell lysates.

4. Discussion
In certain anticancer therapies, tubulin-binding
compounds such as PTX are an unquestioned important clinical success. Additionally, tubulin binders
have been actively investigated for treating diseases
other than cancer.[27, 28] Improved formulations of
tubulin-binding anti-tumor drugs are required to
overcome current clinical limitations in their intrinsic
toxicities and solubility, as well as bioavailability and
efficacy. Development of optimized tubulin-binding
drugs is therefore attractive and in some cases necessary for improved patient outcomes. Significantly,
new means of reliably and rapidly assessing new lead
compounds and formulations acting on cell tubulin
dynamics are critical for efficient characterization and
development in preclinical screens. However, traditional classical pharmacokinetic parameters based on
in vivo plasma drug concentrations cannot sufficiently reflect local pharmacological effects in targeted
diseased cells. Many new concepts in this regard involve improved drug carriers and delivery
vehicles.[29, 30] In this regard, Abraxane was selected
as a paclitaxel-based clinically familiar nanoparticle
anti-cancer therapeutic and compared to polymer-drug conjugate-based nanoparticle PGA-PTX
and pure PTX.
To detect intracellular released drug amounts,
mass spectrometry is commonly used to measure free
PTX in cell lysates. However, this method requires
organic solvents to extract PTX from the aqueous lysate phase. It is difficult to differentiate actual released
PTX from the cell-encapsulated but un-released PTX
in delivered formulations. Both are indistinguishably
extracted from cell lysate by organic solvent for assay.
Since many new drug formulations are designed to
optimize intracellular delivery and cellular pharma-
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cokinetics, efficient in vitro cellular assay systems
capable of analyzing intracellular interactions and
specific drug release within whole cells would be
beneficial, specifically for facilitating the development
of tubulin-binding drugs. The cell-based analysis
system presented here supports determination of intracellular drug pharmacokinetics based on correlating intracellular drug delivery, processing and release
with their cell responses in vitro.
Regardless of various types of carriers used,
drugs must first penetrate through the cell membrane,
be released from the delivery vehicle, enter the cytosol
at sufficient concentrations and bind to its intracellular target to exert their therapeutic effects. Consequently, intracellular drug trafficking and the amount
of drug at specific target sites determine the observed
pharmacological effects in the target organ.[2] PTX
exerts its anticancer effects by promoting and stabilizing microtubule polymerization, blocking the cell
cycle during mitosis and hence inducing apoptosis-programmed cell death.[29] In the experimental
format described here, trace amounts of intracellular
PTX could be correlated with amounts of polymerized
tubulin or the percentage of cells arrested in G2 phase.
Kinetics of intracellular PTX release could be magnified and represented as microtubule polymerization
curves and cell G2 phase population curves. All of
these parameters could be obtained in parallel based
on this whole cell technique, thus cellular changes
induced by drug dosing could be directly correlated
with their cytotoxicity. Since these effects are achieved
by the same PTX cell exposure, all parameters should
correlate to support each other phenomenologically.
By analyzing these correlations among three independent but unified biological phenomena, this
cell-based assay system should support a drug dosing
time-course within these cells.
In HeLa cell cultures incubated for 19 hours with
both pure PTX and Abraxane, cells were able to generate sufficient differences in each parameter to yield
significant dose-response curves, However, the polymer-based PGA-PTX nanoparticle failed to show
these concentration and time-course differences,
which implies a low level of released PTX inside the
cells after 19 hours. Cellular effects induced by PTX,
such as G2 arrest and tubulin assembly, must result
from the combination of cell-mediated drug uptake
and intracellular release. Abraxane, an albumin-bound nanoparticle of PTX, showed similar such
kinetics as pure PTX; there is almost no delay of the
onset of action for drug release from this nanoparticle
formulation and it exhibits a lower IC50 than pure
PTX. Regardless of the clinical route of administration, given equal PTX dosing in a micro-environment,
tumor cells will show equal or better responses to
http://www.medsci.org
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Abraxane than to PTX alone. To date, the question of
whether the Abraxane albumin nanoparticles dissolve
or dose-dump their payload prior to cell uptake is
unaddressed.[30] Some evidence has questioned if the
proposed nanoparticle delivery method is the only
mechanism for producing enhanced amounts of drug
in tumor from Abraxane formulations.[31] As
demonstrated in Figures 1 and 2, Abraxane particles
are both taken up by cells and then release PTX intracellularly, or release free PTX outside cells that then
diffuses into cells. Either way, it produces similar
amounts of PTX intracellularly as PTX alone for the
concentration range of 1 to 100 nM for 19 hours in
culture. These data support the observation clinically
that this particle-based therapeutic largely eliminates
cell toxicities without compromising the therapeutic
benefits of PTX. [17]
Using equivalent PTX amounts, PGA-PTX was
not able to demonstrate these same effects until extending the experimental exposure to drug to 72
hours. Both cell tubulin assembly and G2 arrest kinetic curves did not reach their maximum saturation
(i.e., the stationary phase in the sigmoidal curve),
which implies a much slower PTX release than either
Abraxane or PTX alone. In contrast, 72-hour cell
treatment with Abraxane elicited significant cytotoxicity (Figure 4C) and significant G2 arrest was obtained even at 1 nM. Toxicity is too high to show
gradual cell changes and correlations analogous to
19-hour cultures are not applicable. The slow release
of PTX or the low intracellular amounts of PTX in
PGA-PTX treated cells was proven using MS analysis
in two different cell lines as shown in Figure 5. In
PGA-PTX, PTX is conjugated with biodegradable
poly-L-glutamic acid by an ester linkage between the
γ-carboxylic acid moiety of glutamic acid and the PTX
2’-hydroxyl group.[32] PTX becomes active only after
it dissociates from the polymeric backbone, since the
conjugation site (2’ hydroxyl of PTX) is crucial for
tubulin binding and conjugated PTX is biologically
inactive.[33] PTX release from this formulation in
vitro occurs by (1) slowly hydrolysis from the polymer up to 14% after 14 hours; and (2) lysosomal protease release using enzymes such as cathepsin B degradation of the polyglutamic acid backbone after endocytic uptake, followed by hydrolysis of the PTX
γ-carboxylate ester linkage.[34, 35] Results demonstrated in Figure 3 showed much slower PTX release
from PGA-PTX compared to the other two formulations, indicating that even though these nanopolymer
particles might accumulate at tumor sites in vivo,
their slow PTX release could be sufficiently slow to
limit therapeutic efficacy seen in human trials. Although clinical trials (phase I/II) of PGA-PTX
(CT-2103) showed encouraging results in safety and
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efficacy, Phase III failed to show significant overall
improvements in human efficacy in disease compared
with other first-line therapies.[23-25, 36] As analyzed
by this cell assay system that provides the same PTX
amount/concentration equivalent to the same cell
number, PGA-PTX released much less PTX to target
sites inside cells due to the known slow polymer release of PTX both extracellularly or intracellularly.[32]
This indicates much lower formulation potency
compared with Abraxane or PTX alone. While the
same amount of Abraxane and PGA-PTX can be delivered to the tumor site, Abraxane would show a
much faster onset of action than PGA-PTX, perhaps
reflecting its improved clinical performance compared to CT-2103.

5. Conclusions
The whole cell-based assay system described
here for the taxane tubulin-binding drugs offers a new
quantitative platform by which to assess, correlate
and compare drugs that perturb microtubule dynamics on a cellular level. This cellular pharmacokinetics
approach could be a supplement for traditional in
vivo pharmacokinetics studies and should be useful
for evaluating new drug carrier and delivery formulations designed for cell internalization where drug
release kinetics are important. Deriving critical in
vitro-in vivo relationships for drug action would be a
primary benefit. In addition to preclinical and clinical
analysis, this analysis system also could be used for
observing drug mechanisms of action.
Nanoparticle therapeutics for anticancer purposes often requires that drug payloads be first delivered into tumor cells and then released into the cell
cytoplasm. The complicated process of cellular delivery and intracellular release from delivery vehicles is
difficult to evaluate accurately due to confounding
influences from multiple intracellular factors. Therefore, a cell-based analysis system described here, including intracellular tubulin assembly determinations, cell cycle shifts, and cell proliferation, is useful
for evaluating intracellular drug release and efficacy
for taxane-based anticancer drugs. Each experiment in
this system correlated with each other to affirm drug
presence and bioactivity. Actually, this evaluation
system can be used to assess all drug candidates that
perturb microtubule dynamics in a cellular milieu.
Taken together, the assay provides intracellular
pharmacokinetic information to describe the intracellular drug dosing and better allow screening comparisons of novel nanoparticle delivery formulations
to predict drug in vivo pharmacological effects.
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